
Days Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The cold front will remain quasi-stationary over the northwest Gulf through Sunday before it finally gets an eastward push on 
Monday and Tuesday. The front will likely be in a weakened state by this point as the upper-level supports shifts far to the 
north. However, winds will become northerly behind the front and could increase some for most areas as high pressure builds 
in behind it. 
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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

As high pressure over the region shifts eastward, return flow will continue to increase across the northern Gulf of Mexico 
today. East to southeast winds can be expected over the eastern half, with southeast to south winds over the western half. 
Seas will build as winds increase, with rough to very rough deepwater seas expected for most areas later today or Thursday. A 
cold front is forecast to slip into the northwest Gulf Thursday morning before stalling and making much eastward progress. 
The front will promote thunderstorm activity spreading from west to east across the western and central Gulf later today into
Thursday. The primary severe risk with thunderstorms is expected to remain inland, but conditions could allow for a few 
strong thunderstorms over the offshore waters. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas
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